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The Idea Behind Cargorun

The idea of Cargorun was formulated in 2021 to create reliable transportation that people

trust. We understood the inconvenience to get valuable goods transported without the fear

of damage, loss, delay, or poor customer service. Cargorun aims at resolving these problems.

We bridge the gap between the transport requirements of individuals and transport service

providers.

About Cargorun

Cargorun is a logistics aggregator backed up by an on-demand AI technology that ensures

timely and hassle-free delivery of goods. It is a supply chain that facilitates online freight

exchange and digital freight forwarding. We at Cargorun, offer on-demand transport

solutions to businesses that need to transport anything, anywhere.

Cargorun’s services are optimised by the latest technology to allow customers a smooth

experience. We take pride in offering premium quality services at the best prices. Along with

this, the company also ensures exceptional support service to timely resolve any query or

grievance.

Services
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What Services Does Cargorun Offer?

Cargorun provides both part-load cargos and full load truck services for individuals and

businesses. Cargorun provides suitable cargo orders to transport service providers in order

to avoid empty runs.

Features
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The Unique Features of Cargorun

Cargorun is a one-stop solution for all your freight requirements. Here are some of the

features that make us unique.

1. Timely Delivery- We value our client’s time. Therefore, we ensure the timely delivery

of your goods.

2. Live Tracking- You do not have to worry about losing the goods. Cargorun offers a

24/7 live tracking feature to all its customers. It allows real-time tracking to stay

updated.  You can also contact customer service at any hour.

3. Trusted and Verified Vendors- Our vendors go through a rigorous screening process;

you deal with trusted and verified vendors.



4. Cargo Insurance- While we try our best to ensure the safety of the cargo, but to

protect you from any loss, we ensure cargo insurance for our clientele.

5. Secured Payment- Cargorun asks you to make the payment only after the goods are

loaded in the truck. The payment is requested only through secured modes.

6. Single Dashboard- We provide a single dashboard for all cargo movement so that

both vendor and customer can find all the information in one place.

How It Works
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How Can You Get Goods Transported Via Cargorun?

Transportation of goods has never been this quick, easy and safe. All you have to do is follow

these simple steps to get your goods delivered.

1. Enter details- You have to enter the pick-up location of goods, the delivery address,

and the package dimensions.

2. Instant pricing- As soon as you enter the details, we will instantly provide you with

the exact amount that you need to pay after the loading of cargo.

3. Payment- The next step involves choosing the payment mode for the delivery of

goods.

4. Instant Notifications: To ensure that customers are well-informed, Cargorun also

shares the vendor details with customers through email or SMS.


